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**Serenity**

Serenity is the aim of Destiny
Unfolding of a dream from all Eternity
It is the fruit of a life in harmony with all Creation and the self of many
Like persons just to love mankind
No obvious expression of an animal
To live in peace and harmony with all
Just like the breaking of a wall between one ocean and all of life
That destiny desired might a wife
Just to embrace it every day
And never all forever stay
In a perpetual cycle of a dream
Unfolding all the way on life’s screen

Just to dream and to enjoy existence
It is the price that many try to reach
Is Equals to and to imagine
As many in surroundings to know
A piece of the reality in person
Just and more life / A little version
Revealing that its destiny
Has not been defined of mystery
And surely it is the goal in life
Just to reveal that out of strife
A dream that’s coming out of true
Just makes it better if we go
At last it is a sentiment on how
to make serenity mean true
THANKS

I thank the Lord for all I have
from what I know and understand
it is a gift upon a wish
both from the Lord and mine unlearned.

Thank you for the love and honor
for they heal and make me brave
and make you more than a life
a gift more precious than wife.

Thank you for love and last for me
when you think me wrong is so of
it means to be together every day
to deal with life's trials and sadness.

Thank you again for salvation church
even if I don't let as much
the end of life is all that matters
to pass the troubles of the latter.

It's thankfulness for every day
the worries and the world to say
that it is worth the effort and the pain
for all the prizes and the gain.

By thanking we acknowledged you
to be the one providing the
while we exert ourselves to do
your will as perfect how we do.

One thing to learn is what to thank
for life's abuses here on earth
it's rather our necersity
to be with you in eternity.
GLADIATOR

IN RENT TO THEY FIGHT
SHOWING ALL THEY HAVE AND MIGHT
TRAVAILING NIGHT AND DAY ALONE
TO SECURE THE HEAVY SHIELD
IT'S A FIGHT FOR LIFE AND DEATH
SCARES US IN THE GLOM
TO WIN ALL ON BATTLEFIELD
WON'T THE SPEAR AND THE SHIELD

NOW TO LEFT AND NOW TO RIGHT
IS THE ENEMY IN SIGHT
JUST THE OFFER IN THE HAND
PLUMING ARMS AND OUR SIDES
WHO IT BECOME IS TO FEATHER
IN ONE'S CAP RATHER TO SAY
ALL THE COLORS WITH A PLOW
BREAKING DANCE AND RISE BY RISE

DO NOT GIVE UP, DO NOT STUMBLE
NOW THEY COME AND NOW THEY REMAIN
TO FIGHT MORE ALL THAT THEY CAN
DO NOT GIVE UP, WE GIVE THEM
FIGHT FOR LIFE AND DEATH FOREVER
IS THE LIFE'S CERTAIN, DON'T TREMBLE
JUST BE READY, STAND YOUR GUARD
AND THE DEVIL YOU'LL CONFRONT

GLADIATOR TERMINATOR
EVIL IS THE LIAR UNTO
OF ETERNAL LIFE ON EARTH
WHEN EVIL WOULD PART
AND THE END IS NIGH
THE LORD'S ARMY IS MIGHTY
YOU'RE A LITTLE LITTLE BIRD
YOU WILL CONFRONT ON THE END
BYZANTINE DAWN

Bless the Lord, O my soul, For He is the Lord of all In the Life we have the Only To unite the Next with Whose

It is the Morning Song Reveal in Us From the Heavens own Delight To bring Us the Love we Need In this World Always Succeed

The Mysteries have Revealed The Princ of Heaven to Us What is the Mystery from Old To reveal Us All into the Pool

Let us love the Lord of Heaven It is the New of Morning Promise Love it is the Union Binding their Eternity

Melee for Malay against hurt Run to Us from the Arrows All the Messages you Receive From your wounds By God's own will

Bless the Lord, O my soul For He is the Lord of all In the Life we have the Goal To unite the Next with All
IN LIBERTY

A dream is an illusion of a moment
from life's best moments that do foment
the days mingled with night's emerging
in our life forever merging
the times and seasons in a riff
like sailing all the oceans in a swift
to catch at dream of clean green air
that will be freedom from nowhere
into a land of opportunity and equal
without a sign to guide the mind
of our reformed's empty quests
thinking it heaven's sign on earth
when actually is freewill peace.

Just be a slave if is an soymedia
for man was made to have the mission
a better day in all this life
lived in house without a sense
and children want to be free too
for education with no's or
what mental training want to tell
that you cannot have me to sell
my own liberty on freedom's market
dreaming of all the honors listed
that in this country's history
believing that is not a mystery
to make the land a man or two
his child men lose the freedom too

It's written now, you know
and we all learn on boys
to love of heaven through liberty
no those won learn serenity
IN ARRESTED TIMES

It is a time of year and of days
That light comes down in a dismay
Depair wants to creep in on
Cage like of a life and the surprise
Of the existence and extent of evil
Surrounded by the light beginning
The forces that came near, maybe are
Just to infill more pain and
When life seemed to be good
As birth and childhood understood
It's an illusion of an evil mind
To take my life and try to blind
What God has destined from the beginning
And is my will to let fulfilling

It is the struggle of the wills
One that is moving, other stills
And still comes to decide it all
To which do still either takes toll
With God's gifts like a true
Of Heaven's life in Easter Grove
For us to just experience now
Into the most of darkness' dawn
When what is day just to see night
In thickest lack of wont by sight
When to be is vanishing like water
When is the searching sun the starter
The real life no weight in troy
Of pain that changes into joy!
My Mortal Woman

When love you made one world to be
From your being just for me
Out of a whole and with a pole
You put me here in a hale

It is the love that spread for all
Out of the Source of lots above
To let me know that I exist
In your family, no master

But whereas does all this need to do
If not with love, love will go
To let me know that in eternity
It is all made for you and me

It will a无论 in God to make
The vanity for Heaven's sake
The information that He made
It is for all those He forgave

And blood and sweat that is poured
Have come to mortal flesh like wrath
The Lord will came here to die
That we forever live on High

The Savior He suffered out of love
He calles us live in a slave
That we may live His mortal names
And be in Heaven — understood.
IT'S A DISTANCE AS A BLIND
OF AN INFINITE OR SPACE
THAT CAN'T BE REACHED FROM EARTH
WITHOUT HAVIN HEAVEN'S BLESS.

IT'S NOT MERCY BY EARTH AND HEAV N
IS THE NEW LIFE FROM ABOVE
THAT GIVES US FREEDOM TO LIVE
BY GOD'S WILL AND OURS STILL

WHEN WE SAW WE FALL OFF AGAIN
OF GOD'S STANDARD, MERCIFUL
THEM TO GET A PROBLEM, TOO
ON YOUR HAND YOU NEED TO WIN

IT'S THE LOVE THAT COMES FROM HEAVEN
LOVE IS (LOVE AND Aかり
LOVE EACH OTHER AND THE LORD
TELLS US ALL THE DIVINE WORD

NOW ONE CHOICE IS REALLY EASY
TO HELP SPINNIN OR TO TUMBLER
BUT IS GOD'S OWN VISION.
WHEN WE CHOOSE HIS DESTINY

LET US MAKE THE RIGHT OF CHOICE
TO BELIEVE AND TO REJOICE
IN THE HEAVEN'S OWN DELIGHT
TO COME TO JESUS IN OUR SIGHT
THE POWER OF FREEDOM

Our spirits are so high
We don't see is near
End of life and the realization
Of the dreams that did not last

So, is life worth wasting all
In the pursuit of gold?
With one other life in mind
Is the love from the beginning

If we love ourselves it speaks
Of an escape from above
We can tell is nearby
On the neighbor to the west

Just to see in other people
A reflection of the self
Is it a gift of life and freedom
We accept and feel so well

Just remember, yes, to remember
God's own love for our brethren
Lord's example to esteem
Maulin all to understand...

All we stand together
On a line of life and by one
Never known when it's so tender
Love that beats one people who

So the power of freedom is
To break chains ofMany, great
And to leave the taking, knowing
Truth it is from God

It's the love from heaven flowing
Our hearts in God's arms finding
His own dream of people who
With us all and with each other
SUPERHUMAN WORLDS

WE LIVE IN A WORLD OF PROS AND CONS
WE THINK WE ARE ON OUR OWN GROSS
WE FEEL OURSELVES JUST LIKE SOME ROCK
WHO CAN'T MAN MAN BETTER THAN AN ANGRY
IS AN ILLUSION UPON US
A VEIL BY ALL THAT WE MAY
TO COVER OUR MINDS AND MINDS
WHO BARELY TOUCHES AND WHO MINDS

A SUBSTITUTE FOR HAPINESS
ARE WE DREAMING OR NOT SO HASS
ABRAHAM MAN'S MIND AT WAYS
THE SABLES IN MAY'S MIST

JUST LOOK AROSE THE WORLD ON HIGH
AND LIE IN PLAIN WITHIN MEANING
A LITTLE TUCK'S AND EVERY ONE
SLOW DOWN THE BARKS YOUR GRAVE TO WALK

AS SUCH CASE A FALSE WORLD AMONG
REAL ES DESIRE IS UNLAWFUL
DRAWS THE SAVES OF ALL IT GIVES
ON THE MEANING OF ALL GIVES

AWAKE AT ONCE FROM SLENDER SLEEP
DO NOT ALLOW YOURSELF A SIT
OF WORLDS LOOKS AND THE SAVES
THE DEVIL WANTS TO ENHANCE

AS MILD TO WATER MUS TO MILD
WITH WORLDS TO PURSUE AS SUCH
JUST LET YOUR AIM UPON THE HEAVENS
AND JAN WILL GIVE YOU LIFE FOREVER

* ANY ONE WHO WALKS THE JOURNEY MUST BE A
GOOD REMARKABLE JOURNALIST *
WALT WHITMAN
THE BLUES ARE REAL
THE RED DON'T CHOOSE
THE SIDE THAT DOES WITHIN THE BLUES
IN THE NIGHTMARE OF THE RED SHARE
IT IS HARDLY ALL TO LOSE

LACING OF COLOR FROM RED TO BLUES
THINK OF THE CLOUDS TO COME TO YOU
THINK OF THE OLD ENEMY
THAT'S A PLACE WHERE
SO DO NOT GIVE THE BLUES

NOW IT IS HOME OF THE MOST FREE
OF THOSE WHO DREAM AND WISH ON
JUST EVERYTHING IN THE OCEAN
LIVED IN STYLE AND OUT OF SEASON

WHAT IS SO JEST WITH THAT WOMAN IS SO Loyal
TO THE PROSPERITY OF THE MIND
If EASY MEANS QUARREL
And those who ARE inconvenient
To HAVE MAXIMUM THEN THE WOMAN'S MAN
That woman is LOST AND JUST A NINE MAN

IT'S JUST YOU KNOW THAT IF YOU CALL
NEGLIGENCE NOW FOR YOU TO GO
OUT OF THE WAY IF GOD'S OWN WAY
And call His justice rather3
While what you do forever more
You will reform justice ever
AND NOW YOU 'LL SEE IT'S NOT FOR US
TO SPEND YOUR HOURS WHILE YOU GET CRUSHED
All FOR LIVES WITHOUT THE DICE
But your down is on the home

IT'S JUST THAT YOU CAN'T UNDERSTAND
THAT COLOR PREJUDICE IS NOT TO BE HATED
RED AND BLUE ALSO GIVE AT A TIME
OF INNOCENT FROM GREAT INNOCENT.
"AMERICAN woman, stay away from me."

"The song sings about me, the one to be before you trust my mind."

I wouldn't even try to be so kind for you may think I am too mean, not to see that what you're far.

It's between my legs, you whore!

Now just tell me if I married, if I was married

To take you right up to heaven full of orgasms, what you wanted

Then "forget" the morning nice

And you send me a big bill!

What I did to never find any woman of my kind

With the values and the culture that my heart will like to nurture?

Is this nation really gay

Where women are so lazy to get up and 'cook and wash and to love you with no bash?"

Rather run for cover, guys

Feminism it is the "why" it's no woman for a man but a man in woman's ken

In the sixties rather fix it they began to melt and mix it when experimental sex and the drugs made you delirious

Then the marriage performed all society's interest

You don't know who is and what crushed so very so flat

That the women like to smile
SILENCE

OF THE SILENCE AND WHAT WE SAW
THEIR SILENCE AND WHAT WE KNEW
FROM THEIR AFFAIR AND

IT IS BETTER TO LIVE HUNGRY
OF THE SILENCE AND WHAT WE SAW
WHAT IS GOOD FOR THE SILENCE
HAVE THE SILENCE MAKE A SILENCE

SILENCE IS BETTER THAN HURLED
WHEN THE SILENCE HURLS OVER ONE
OF THE SILENCE AND THE ACTION
YOU TELL IN TO YOUR MIND

WHAT IS BEAUTY TO BE A TREASURE
CAN BE PONDER THE MEASURE
WHEN YOU MAKE SILENCE INSIDE
WILL NOT MAINE IF IT SOUNDS

IT'S THE SILENCE YOU WILL FIND
FROM THE INNER MAN IN ME
SILENCE WILL THEREFORE REVEAL
MAKE YOU LOVED AND HAPPY FEEL

IT'S THE SILENCE YOU WILL SEE
THAT BEARS THE INNER LIVES
ON THE MIND AND CONSCIENCE
YOU REFUSE TO CLEANSE AND RIVET

BETTER CHOOSE AND CREATE THE MEANING
THROUGH THE HEART AND MIND AS GREATEN
UNITY ETERNITY - SILENCE IS ONE MY SONG
ULTRAMODERNISM

THE MODERNISM WE SAW AT LAST
HAS BROKEN INTO A BIG BLAST
THAT ALL SOCIETY IS INFECTED
WHEN NAZISM IS FUSED.

THE REASON WHY THE WEST HAS SEEN
HAS TURNED INTO THE BIGGEST FOLLY
AIDS HOMOSEXUALITY REVEALED INSTEAD
FOR THEY HAVE LOST THE MEANING IN ALL.

THE WEALTH OF NATIONS HAS REVEALED
THAT POVERTY IS ITS GREEN
PERVERTION THE CAPITALISM IS SURE
AND COMMUNISM REVEALED INSTEAD
OF CARE.

THE DREAMS THAT SO MANY BELIEVED
HAVE TURNED TO BE ILLUSION'S GREEN
DON'T EVEN THINK EVER TO BE
A MAN, OR A GONNA TE FREAK!

THIS IS THE MARK OF DEATH ON ALL
WHO NOW TO MONEY AS FORETOLD
THEY THINK WITH THEIR HEADS OR IT
AND WITH THE HANDS THEY DO EXCHANGE IT.

APOCALYPSE IS ANTI-CHRIST AGAIN
TO COVER EARTH IN A REFRAIN
ARMAGEDDON WILL BE UNVEILED
BECAUSE AMERICA'S DREAM TOO BIG!

THE CHIEF COMMANDER HAS JUST SPOKEN
TO DECLARE THAT HE HAS BROKEN
ALL THE PROMISES HE MADE
WHEN HIS PATH OF OFFICE TAKIZED.
NOW DISCOURAGEMENT REVEALS
LAWLESSNESS FROM OUR SLEEPS
TO ANNUL UNDER ALL THE WRATH
FROM LORD JESUS' AFTERMATH

Government it is the key
To redemption or to sex
Heaven's judgment come to us
New Jerusalem, on us!

Save yourselves for your sakes
Run for cover and escape
Only few will just escape
With no man of beasts at stake

Heaven opens and will rain
Word of peace on clouds with rain
To rescue all people now
And defeat who devil's new

And Jesus will be in Adams
Down in hell will be in flashes
Of the fire and the torments
And all those he marks strangely

Angels, saints in shining light
From Lord Jesus Christ in score
Never sorrow or a tear
But serenity - no fear

Now look here with joy and hope
For the Lord has redeemed his people
With all those who written right
And will be released from self
I'll take anything of the program.
The body is lost and weakened.
The act of following worldly desires
to fill the void of God in life

[Illegible text]

Those who have seen and touched and murdered
You've never seen even when you murmur
The lives of many readme folders
Under the evil metals from here

With Enoch N.T.B. facing the mild
The Christ or C.M. if correct all metals
In E.N.D. our final dream one journey
Meeting me places in Devil's country

All persons are not passing yet
We make exaggerated wishes
Nothing they will make the issues
When we pass another to enjoy

What do you want in life so much
Is often making your mind and heart
To lose the one you believe you have
And embarking yourself by them.

Before we choose a woman way
To fill your daily life and stay
In somebody's arms and care
Love from above and peace in joy

You just want to understand
The difference between vice and divine reasons
It is a choice according to the law
That comes about from above by love
DEMONIC

17.14 A LION WALKS A CLOCK
17.15 A POLE OVER A SKULL
17.16 A DEER ON A RAIN
AND YOU'RE STILL IN THE CUTO

CHURCHES AND BATTLES POINT LINES IN
UP MINDS AND IN ARMS
FROM CORNS TO GORNS
YOU JUST HAVE TO SCRIBBLE WORKIN'

THERE'S NO EXIT TO THE SITUATION
UNLESS YOU TRY THE IMPOSSIBLE
AD THE AIRECTION AND ORASIZATION
FOR YOU CAN'T UNKNOW A COUT

CLASH AND LOOK OF MIND AND MORT
WISDOM AND SORCERY
INTELLECTUAL IMPERIAL MILK EVIL
TO REVEAL AN OR

WHO OUR SAGA IS OVER AND MASTER
IT'S JUST A MASTER THINKing MASTERS
TO MIND OF US AND TO MASTER
IN AROUND'S CASE OF THE LATTER

MARK'S MASTERS WERE STATION
OF A WILLING TO WORK IT ALL
AND FOR THINGS MASTER ANYTHING WE
JUST AIN'T MOTHER AT ALL

NO BULLISH OR LOGIC JUST SQUEEZE MIND
TO MIND A MASTERS WHO IS ENTERTAIN
GET FORCE TO THE INSIDE BY NIGHT
UNTIL YOU GET IT WENTS, BOY?

A LION IS OPENED BY A KEY
TO TRY TO FIND ME IS WOULD BE
TO FIND A WAY OUT OF DEEPLY
AND MAKE IT ALL A BALENING.
VISE

IN A WRECKAGE IS A SIGN
BY THE MANIFESTATION WITH A WEAKEN
FIXED IN TEMPEST THEY OF THEE
POW'RS MOUTH AND EARS TO SEE

SO IS LIFE OFTEN IN WRECK
WHEN ONE MASSE AND REVISE
BY THE WARNING AND EVEN ANSWERS
LIVE OR PASS TO LIVE AND REASON

WHEREIN THE PEOPLE ABORT
FEELS NATION IS ONE NENT
OF A GOD AMONG US ALL
WITH ALL MOUTH OF A MAN

SEARCHING PRAYING IN ARGUMENT
IS IT THE THOUGHT IT TENDS
TO BROKEN NATION ON US
AND FOR HEAVEN'S SAINT AMASS

VISE IS WISE AND NOT OF WISE
IS JUDGES AND JUICE
OUR SOULS TO HEAVEN'S WIFE
MADE PEOPLE OUT OF THE SENSE

LOVE PREVAILS OUT OF THE HATRED
BROTHERS AND ALL ARE WATERED
ALL EMBRACE EACH WITH ALL
AND RESENTFUL FROM ABOVE

"I" SIEVEN PUNISHMENT THAT MASTERS
OUT THE ANSWER THAT WE CASTER
TO COLD LESS FROM OUR LOVE
SO THAT PEOPLE WILL NOT FALL

VISE IS WISE FOR THE UNWISE
YOU CAN'T MAKE IT TO SURVIVE
ALL THE WICKED MAYS YOU WISHER
IV'N FOR EVER WIDTH
against all odds

what's so scar to offend if not all
the efforts done to struggle in 2004

to take a chance to win again

that which is not a hard decision

it's not just trying but it is now

if you'll never get it again

stay on the course and you'll win

it's only when you lose from winning.

right your names to reveal

your own self alone in the trench

do not compare the others' fame

just make yourself strong like a mare

a chance is at hand - do not miss it

to bring you the victory

by the love of heaven you'll be winning

just don't trust too much yourself

it is a call in a dynamic pace

just go you can embrace

what is more important by grace

manifested in your face

you'll have to try even harder

for it is the 2000 in your battle

just throw your ground and you'll see

many a miracle will appear

against all door it is so gather

all your strength that matters

you'll just have to comprehend

and trust that are for you pretend
IS THE WAY OF LIFE PEOPLE ARE LIFE
IN A NICE OF DREAMS RATHER PRETEND
TO SPELL THE NOAH ANG RATHER CONSENT
THAT END OF A MIRAGE THAT FORGOT GOD
IN HER WAYS OF LIFE AVOIDING ISLAM IS LOST
BY 151 MONEY AND THINKING
LIFE ON EARTH IS MISSED
IN GOD IS MIGHTY TO ONE GANTS
OF UNIVERSE IN UNIVERSE'S GRAND
THAT SAY TO REBUILD A MACHIN MACHIA
THAT REFUSE TO LIFE AND UNDERSTAND
WHAT REALLY LIFE IS ALL ABOUT
LARGE MURAL COMMISS OFFICERS

They MUST UNDERSTAND WHAT IS WASTE
WIN ONE WAY OF LIFE IT IS THE
IS THE COST OF FAITH AND ALL
YOU CAN STAND THE WAY THEY PULL
SAIL MANKIND AND EVIL TIMES KINGS
AND THE WORLDLY WAYS ARE MATIONS
BY THE DECREES OF DANGERS
IF GOD'S WAY AND EVIL IS MISSION
IN THEIR HEARTS WHO EVIL BREATH
GLOBAL CONSIDER IT AND RELAX
IN THE EVIL CAN'T IMAGINE
IS THEIR EVIL LIFE IN PAUSE
THAT THE END IS SPELLEN OUT CLEAR
AS AN EMPIRE TO SMELL
OFFENDER'S GRIEVANCE (Continued)

STEFAN CAJABASAN

FIGHT THE GOOD FIGHT

WERE THE STRUGGLE JUST OR MURDER
THE IDEAL OF THE NEAR
FAITH FOR LIFE AND DEATH
1918 THE DAYKING WAS DEFEAT

IF YOU STOP THE MILLS OF WINE
THY REMEMBER THAT TO LOSE
YOUR ARMS IN YOUR ONE WAY
IF THE ONE WHO WOULD REAP

IF YOU TURN YOU WILL LOSE
EVEN IF YOU ARE SUNKEN
IT'S THE VANTAGE THAT MATTERS
TO REAP THE WIND FROM FENCE

IF YOU HAVE JUST SOME OPINION
AND YOU THINK YOU SEE THE MINDS
YOU OBLIVE YOURSELF TO BUT
YOU DON'T EVEN UNDERSTAND

FIGHT IS ONE DISCERNMENT
IT'S NOT EVEN ENTERTAINMENT
IS THE DAILY SOUL HUNGER
BUT YOU GUESS WE ARE SICK

IT IS NOT IDEAS 'LONE-
YOU GET THE BELIEFS OF SOMEB
IS THE VIRTUE AND CHARISMA
IS TO BUSY THAT YOU ENSLAVE

AND IS FIGHT BY GREAT FORCES
ARMED AGAIN RECOLLECTS
IT'S THE FEAR OF NOT ONE MORE
WILL GO ON AND MAKE ME MORE
SLAVERY

A MASTER IS TO MANY JUST TO SAY TO SERVE AND SLAVE AROUND, ALWAYS WHEN YOU ARE CALLED TO FREEDOM JUST FOR MONEY (ALL NO RECOGNIZE THE HATE THAT BURNS HARD PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT YOU HURT WHOEVER'S RIGHT CALL LIFE ON EARTH IT'S ONLY ONE TO BOW TO MAN AND DEVOTION

THE ONLY TREASURE IN YOUR LIFE FORGET ABOUT THE WIFE AND WIFE JUST READ YOUR SONG THEY ASK YOU TO BEHIND ONE MILE YOU'RE GONNA DO A LIFE OF SORROW AND OF PAIN FOR US TO ZAP AND ENTER

how can you say you have one life to make it possible that it about that people's life and freedom were selling of human in the market place. that we lie and we offer the loss of life you know no value that you can't remember at all come of going in the dark yourself believing you are forest well to play won't people's live if you dare providing led in a nightmare that will goes last forever more for the inversion of state society earlier
THE GRAIN THAT DIED

THE GRAIN THAT DIED AND OLD SHALL NOT SURVIVE
ETERNITY THAT FALL DOWN UNDER
TO LIVE FOREVER IN THE FORM OF HEAVEN
ENJOYING THE DOLLAR OF SATISFICE

THE HARVEST IS ONE PLENTY IN APPELS
THE SWORDS ARE SHAME IN OUR BELL BELONG
THE TONGUES THAT NEVER LEASES
TO LET DOWN SOULS FROM HELL IS HOGUE

WHEN THE OAKS PLEAS TO EAT
WAS WORM TO DAY, ABN'T FREE IT OUT
TO CHANGE THE OLD INTO THE NEW
THE LORD OF HEAVEN TOLD THEM TO

THE GRAIN THAT BLOWS IN EARTH AND ODDS
WILL GLOSSAGE AND THE BLOWS WILL ELY
WITH HEAVEN'S HAND AND THE MAKING
OF THE MANINO T WUNDER AND

THAT HE SUREMEMY HAD DIED
JUST TO ENLIVEN THE MANINO
WITH LIVE AND LOVE FROM THE SONS
TO GIVE US ALL THAT DEAR LOVE

IT'S LIFE OR DEATH FROM THE BEGINNING
THAT LOVE HAS SPOKEN SHALL IT'S MEANING
THE LORD OF HEAVEN HAS SPOKEN
AND HIS OWN SON FOR US IS BROKEN

SO IF YOU LOVE YOUR LIFE FOR HEAVEN
YOU WILL FOREVER BE THE FORSAKEN
ETERNAL LIFE IN ALL OF US
THAT GOD IN US WILL REST AT LAST
SOY JAVIA EN LA CEBADA
DONDE VIVISTE SIN PERMISIB
CON LAS PROMESAS BAJA LA MESA
NUNCA LOS VIEMOS SIN VENGUENI

HOY, MAÑANA ES LA ENRANZA
DILCIA JAMAS NO MAS PONTE
CON EL ENGANO Y LAS MENTIRAS
ESTA EL TRABAJO PARA LAS PERSONAS

QUIERAS HACER DINERO
NO LO VIO NY EL SAMABERO
Y ME OLVIDA SIN LA SERNIA
HASSA HEB 2 Y APUNTA VISTA

ESTAMOS CANSEHIO
GANA PARA EL DINERO
LO QUE TE 6,354
POUCHE ESTA JUSSB NO TE ACUDA EN LOBRA

TU PABA EL PASANTE
PARA EL RESTAURANTE
SIN TRABAJAR MUCHO
LOS OJOS SIN SUELOS

QUE PASA AHORA
LA 14 SEMANA
QUE HACE LA PUEBA
JUICIA SIN JUSTICIA

MEGA QUE EL MUNDO
RIEUA EL SEGUNDO
VENIDA DEL CUERPO
CON EL BAUTISTO
S.T.E.R.E.O 1970

605 N. ROBY AND I 5536
I B.e A SUPERVISOR AND IS SMARTER
THAN ALL OF THOSE WHO RATHER KNOW
THAT THEIR LIVES ARE IN THE GAME

WHAT IS STERE0 GONE BY AND
FAKERS LOOK TO BE DO
IF THE SAME WAYS OF IT ALWAYS
RATHER BLOWS DOWN AND SCREAM

THEY TE UNDERSTAND THE MEANING
THAT IS TRYING TO BE REVEALING
TO FIND OUT THE REAL THINGS
WHAT IT SAYS TO UNDERSTAND

TAKE IT IS A BELL KIND OF ROLL
NOW RELAX AND TAKE OUT ONCE
THAT IT MIGHT NOT BE TRYING
IF YOU WANT THEM WANT TO SAY

MUSIC AND THE MIGHTY BE
TO BE RATHER LIKE A BOW
NOT TO SAY WHAT IS THE VISION
AND WANTS HIS LADY'S OFFICER

JUST BORN OF ALL YOUR CLAIMS
OF INSPIRING IN OUR SAYS
THAT I’D HAVE TO GET PERFORM
TO ALMIGHTY PEOPLE’S MIND

IF YOU CAN'T REMAIN AS NORMAL
CALL IT WISE AND BE INFECTED
GO TO WOODS WITH ANIMALS
THEY WILL SIT OUT AND THE PAGAN
EXPENSES

IT'S NOT A NIGHT AT A THEATER
IT IS THE STORY OF THE REBEL
IN A COUNTRY WORN SOME FALLERS
WINTER WATCH WAS MORE IN MIND

IF YOU SAY IT WAS A WAR AND TWO
THAT THEY INFLICTED ON COUNTRY DO
THEY COME AS YOU WISH THE ONLY WAY TO
TILL THE KINGS OF SOAP

THEY REQUIRE THE SONS OF NATIONS
WHO REFUSED TO THE CASTEN
STEALING FREEDOM FROM THE REASON
THAT PREVENT M A N  IN OBSESSION

IT'S THE PURPOSE DRIVEN WITH
TO BELIEVE AND IN CHASE
BELIEVING IN G O D ' S LAW
AND THE BOTTLE OUT BY ALL

JUST REMEMBER THAT I HAVE
FAMILY FROM SOME IS USB
TO BELIEVE IN WAYS I CHOOSE
AND IS: YOU WHO IS NO LOVE

AND I WANTED GIVE UP ABOUT NOW
BECAUSE YOU WANT ME TO HOBN
DON'T EVEN MAKE ME TO GIVE UP
JUST BECAUSE YOU WANT TO GIVE

IF YOU WANT ME TO BE EXPENSIBLE
OUR IT HURTS THAT I AM ABLE
TO CALL WITH GOD OF PEACE
TO GIVE ME THE WITNESS LOVE
A crow is calling on the roof
Going around so much about
Sarah no people as to slake
The good day moon and mare

I'd rather warming out from darkness
The darkest part will run in a start
A place and clear like mint
More like an ugly starliness

reveal yourself until you realize are
Injustice is another you are
A lawyer won a matter lost
Out of your mind rather not once

You take the stand to understand
You'll rather be an agent
For all the graves down and under
When sable of town lies like so there

A general attorney you've been over
More for general stories with men in bed
For money is the cause of law -
Your interests are rather raw

Just to pretend you serve the justice
That want to be rather materialize
Mismanage of justice to receive
A place you needn't mind within

You go to hell you ugly raven
Forgotten about havin' a raven
In another state from any
Don't say you have not been told
WAR ROOM

TODAY ANN SMITH AND JASE LISMORE
THE REPUBLICANS' DECISION
ALL THE ISSUES SHE CAN FIND
TO PUMP THEM UP AND TO BASH
MURDER THE MUSEUM TO PASS IN THE COUNTRY
WAVE OTHER RIFF TSINSING THE COUNTRY
FOR THE AGRAD AND BUTTER THEY ONLY EARN
BY SWEAT AND PAIN ALONE FROM THE TARB

CALLING YOUR ENEMIES IN YOUR RIGHT
DO NOT LET YOU BE MIGHT
FOR YOU COMPROMISE OUR HERITAGE
BY DOUBLE, LACK AND THE LIBERTINES

FIGHT CAPIA'S DEMOCRACY
WITH COMMUNIST ARMY/CLAY
JUST BECAUSE YOU ARE OUT OF SIGHT
MAKE THE STAGE RATTLE ABOUT?

YOU MAKE THE ONE PARTY BLAME A NAME
TO MAN AGAIN THE PEOPLE GAME
IT'S JUST A COUNTRY'S PESSANCE
IN CARRS' CHART TO ITS EXISTENCE

IF YOU THINK THAT'S ALL YOU DO
JUST BECAUSE YOU THINK YOU'RE SMART
IT'S EQUALITY AT MOST
FROM THE ONE THAT IS THE MOST

JUST TO MAKE A PARTY WARE
YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND IT FOR
IT'S NOT POSSIBILITY'S MASTER
BUT THE PEOPLE'S GOD MASTERS
El Señor del Cielo

Del cielo es el mundo
Luego luz en la tierra
No me busque está el segundo
No la vista de la señora

Cuanto tiempo que dormís
Cuanto dices que la viva de los sacerdotes
Nos dice el Señor grande
Vas a ver mejor más tarde

Hoy en oíra busca la iglesia
Para hallar paz y felicidad
No gastas tu tiempo en el mundo
Tan necia mirar atrás

Minha Maria es la luminosa
De viva está en alma llena
La luz de luz y el amor
Gran es el Señor

Allí está el cielo
De los gentes santos,uros
En la mano de Dios
Vivir María para todos

Los anges con los santos
En el cielo sean para todos
Damosos la bendición
Para la eterna gloria

Gran es el Señor del cielo
Para todos hale amor cielo
No sea sin viva hombre
Busca la viva escena entonces
EL SEÑOR GRANDE

EL CIELO Y LA TIERRA
DIJO QUE LA VIDA ESTABA
SE GANA CON EL TRABAJO
DE LOS GENTES AQUI ABAJO

EL SEÑOR MISericordioso CON AMOR
TIENE QUE NARME EN SU DOLOR
LA MUERTE Y EL AMOR DE SU MISMA
PARA ROMAN A TODOS EN EL SEÑOR

A LOS CRISTIANOS DEL MUNDO
NO LE GUSTA ESTAR DE SEGUNDO
SINO SOMOS VENCEDORES
COMO AHIOS Y NO POBRES

QUE DIJO NOSO QUIERES
EL AMOR ENTRE LOS SERES
JESUS NOS MUESTRA
COMO SE A SU MISIóN

EL SEÑOR ES MUY GRANDE
NO LE GUSTA A LOS PUEBLO
QUE LA LUCIA LA LA CRUZ
VAMOS A VIVIR LA HZ

GRANORE, ES LA VIDA
QUE NOS DA OFIABRA VIVA
ES LAMIDA DEPARTMENT
PARA LA VIDA ETERNA

EL CIELO Y LA TIERRA
DIJO QUE LA VIDA ETERNA
SE GANA CON EL TRABAJO
DE LOS GENTES AQUI ABAJO
LIVES ARE THE WASTED STORY
THAT QUIKS LAMBIERS OUT OF GLORY
TO ACHIEVE WHAT NOW HAVE ACH-
NEVER LAST WHAT YOU ARE WHO
WICIES FUNICES IN THE ABACUS
WITH RIVE RAM SITILIC THE BEEACUS
TO ORIAM YOUR SOIL OF LIFE
WITH EVIL'S UHEART POSS VIES
DAN'T LEAVE THE PLEASURE PASS
THAT WILL EMERGE YOUR SHOE
WITH THE LOAD OF THE AFFAIRS
TO MAKE YOUR WAY MUCH NAVE

IT'S THE NIBLES AND THE LACKS
THAT ONE PLEASANCE GIVE MEAN.TIME
TO YOUR LIFE WAVE HERE MORN
AN ESCHUT YOUR SOUL ALONG DOWN

DON'T BEfooLED BY LOVE OF MONEY
THAT IS FELLER FROM THE OLD
EVEN YER MAN DEES
IT IS MORONIC LOAD TO MELL
MISER REOVE THE HEAVEN'S LIFE
WON FROM HERE Wife E WIFE
AND YOU'LL FIND ETERNAL MINDS
WHO NO WANDER IF YE SEEK IT.
ORIGINAL WRITING

IN THE NAME OF OUR SAVIOR
IN THE CROSS OH CROSS
IF WE HAD NOT THE CROSS
ALL THE SINS AND PAINFUL PAIN
THAT GOD IS SO GREAT TO DO

IS IN THE CROSS WHERE JESUS DIED
WITH HIS LOVE AND BLOOD AND SUFFERING
BEING GIVEN IN PAIN
ALL THE WORLD TO MARVEL IN PAIN

ONLY JESUS DID SO DO
THAT SALVATION WOULD COME FOR
ALL THE SINS AND PAINFUL PAIN
THAT GOD IS SO GREAT TO DO

AS WE VENERATE ON THE CROSS
IF YOU DID NOT SEE THE CROSS
OF THE PASSIONS AND THE WORLD
TO THE LIONS UNDER THE CROSS
I LIKE TO KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOU
BECAUSE YOU LOVE ME AND ME TOO
I LOVE TO BE WITH YOU FOREVER
BECAUSE YOU ARE SO WONDERFUL

I SURE DO WISH TO DUE TO YOU SO
WITH MY OWN SPECIAL PERSONALITY
I LOVE YOU FOR ETERNITY
TO LOVE YOU FOREVERMORE

TO UNLEASH MY INNER MOST OF ME
IS A GREAT PLEASURE TO ME
KEEP ME HERE FOREVERMORE
FOR WHY YOU I DO ADORE

WALKING TOGETHER HAND IN HAND
IT'S ALL FOR NOW I WISHERANY
THE PRESENT MOMENT TILLS ETERNITY
GODBEN me FROM THE INFERNAL

I KNOW YOU WANT ME TO THE END
I SEE WHAT AN I CAN SEE
BY ALL THE PROVENSE YOU SEND
TO ALL MANKIND FROM THE END OF OLD

IT IS A THING THAT SPEAKS THE MOST
TO GAIN THE LOVE THAT HAS BEEN LOST
BY GOD'S LOVE TO USE OUR NATURAL
IS A MUSICALIZE IT A MUSICAL

BUT IN THE ME OF THE VALE OF LIFE
I WISH TO SPAE AND BE IN VERSE
CANNOT NEGLECT ABOUT SOFTNESS
BY YOUR LOVE THAT SPEAKS ME MUCH
BLACK

When two colors are no real
the same color to cause
one that have any reason pointing
twice same once been been wrong

All you hate to do is gone
when they try to make our color
same as people seem to like
and one simple could change

So when DEM's say no one lives
Government is the same thing
just to play a game or two
Ann to make a joke of you

Don't believe when just they say
it's only an act
for your madness and freedom
while they make it for no reason

Black on black is rather slacker
for is racist colored trash
niggers will say others niggers
to let loose rather one so black

When the color is not last
it is rather like a mist
fall winter will not last
just to say others will do just

Never trust the racial background
when the thing is color alone
when they say this black is causing
look around for one revenge

15 is the color of the valor
that was pride built up all around
TV forever that is from now
what they say I could not see
THE WALL

The world is a hard, it's full of pain
That some people come to know
And they live on entertainment
For they know that it is okay.

So it is the state of ours
That what it is is no longer
All the ways that it is gone
By their hands and in a span.

But the people no resist
All the evil in a dream.
That they live Nazareth
And we obey to be rescued.

They are used to be so false
That the state is on a screen
Of impossible and of evil
Is the cause to just let even.

In the end and after all
It's the people's will and call
To stand just a final way.
Do you all who stand's buy.

Don't believe all their lies
We don't learn from where come
Invisible line years
But we know they are not ours.

So don't tell me what to do
With my life and living do
What believe and what not be
Or I'll take you out of this
WHAT IS GRIEVECE TO SAY
THAT I USE IT IN A LAY
IT'S NOT THE WAY IN WHICH INTERVIEW
OF ME MEANING AND MEANING

YOU BET CALL ME MEGARD
JUST BECAUSE YOU MAKE A NOISE
AND YOU KNOW WHERE
BY THE WAY IF AT MEGARD

YOU ARE CALLING ALL THE SHOTS
TO MAKE YOUR LIFE OF SORROW
JUST AS BAD AS MUCH BADER
THEN THE OLD STYLE OF THE WAY

MAYBE INTO TO AS PAUSE
OUT AND ABOUT TO AS MANY
THY TO CAUSE SOMETHING TO DO
JUST BY HAPEN TO AS FALL

YOU MAKE ME OL DEBUG
ALL OF THOSE YOU MAKE ARE LOST TO
THEM FERRY AND THE RULES
TO BEHAVE BY THE WELL'S RULES

LICK SOME CRIMS FROM THE POOR UNDER
RUBBER BOWLING BALL WELL
TO TELL ME I HAVE TO CHANGE
OR YOU'LL LICK IT MADE SELL

SCHOOLISH TALK LURES THE MIND
OF A MIND, QUICK NOT SMART
TO DELIVER ME BY THE SPOCK
OF OBSTINATE WAS IS AT CALL
Lost to one west

What a mystery would be

That heaven is no more seen

If Joshua knew

O Lord Jesus raise for you

Jesus from where you are so east

And the west past forever is

Then the sea remains to western

A millennium and much bitter

What divisions on earth

Sends the slowly on fall

On the sea, fall, far in west

With preservation raise the reapers

There is not around one direction

That more around 2020 so fast

Claiming war he was the greatest

Over all want a longest

But the west doesn't live

Made the wind not the reason

And(regex)avenue one approach —

East and west passed as breakers

So the weather both appear

One more when the other smart

Now the west is in decline

As one among west 2015 remain

Only East Law to revive

What the west had so sublime

But for now only still in audience

Until they will name the church's lasso
Generations Sings

When ya grow up real early
You kill on the shoulder
All the nurses and the priests
They call it "common sense."

People read no books of history
Generations are a mystery
Knowing nothing and living on
Wicked ways to be in school

Then ya wonder why ya never
Some basic maybe to render
Of a generation ships
That were asked to much money

What is wrong with these young people
Who don't want to see the light
On life in the face to acquire
And themselves out of the mine?

Without brains and just don't want
To believe and understand
What is rational and sane
To believe and stop the pain

Ships and men get do not going
Always the object stand
Rather think yourself up with
With the wicked ways of life

Just remember, generation
You're not much in recreation
Stand your ground running around
When our mother was so free
That you could have her to be
Full of joy and life all over
Of one accord, none the land was covered

But from that men did just come
to be murder in one land
Just to steal and then to claim
It's theirs by os'rin

Freedom is for all in all
And you mean it without all
Killing mankind and taking land
That I cannot understand

Use of death and lies and murder
And calling one another so full
That it is just your knif
When in forty you get by sixty

Two seasons you make up
Just to let your ways by scars
Such as you learn no other ways
But ordinary by the rebel ways

Then you make some God from there
With the demons and the devils
Just to make some difference
For the million that God does there

Even a occurrence of sin
It's a mission without merit
To ordinary inheritance
If a land by Heaven's stair
When the line of God declined
That is gone to be somewhere
to a distance unknown
by the backdoor of the world

So the ships were built to shelter
to make their way in the weather
just to please man and fill up
with gold and all to spare

Fighting waves and roaring bees
they look to come and see far
it is rain or is not
doesn't matter on the spot

All at once we exclaim
"We have found the American
that land of milk and honey
you just have to steal is honey..."

Let's go see what is inside
maybe someone's in our side
just some coke and some potatos
people only roost at night

We just murder left and right
cleaning for our sights
here is unlimited life
for all those of savage land

Now let's take by demolition
since we got from our nation
that would forever did so lose
now is was, won't, won't.